
Listening games
Attention and listening skills (which form the base of the 

communication pyramid) are crucial foundation skills for later 

language development, but young children are not able to 

listen and filter out background noise in the same way that 

adults can. Children need to learn to listen, and many will 

need extra support with this. 

Music can be used in a range of different ways to develop 

children’s attention and listening skills.

Listening to sounds. Collect a range of sound-makers, perhaps in a box or bag.

Play each one, listen, and discuss the sound. 

Play two similar sounds and discuss the difference

Hide the instruments under a cover and children can guess which

instrument you are playing by listening to the sound 

Listening in space. Each adult stands in a different part of the room 

with an instrument behind their back. Adults take turns to play a 

sound with their instruments, children work out where the sound is 

coming from and run to the sound.

Listening in time. Play an instrument that creates a 

long, ringing sound – chimes or singing bowls work 

particularly well for this. Children can listen out for 

when the sound eventually fades away.

Listening games with songs. Sing songs such as “If you’re happy and you know 

it” with different instructions such as “rub your tummy”, “pat your head”, “stomp 

your feet”. Change the instructions within the song so that children need to 

listen to know what action to do next!



Listening to recorded music

“We listened to some music from 

‘Peter and the Wolf’ and a child called 

out “it’s a bird” so we put the music 

on again and all listened out for the 

bird the next time it came”.

(Early years teacher, Eastbourne)

Listen to a piece of music and give children musical features to listen out for, such as: 

• A particular instrument or sound 

• A specific section of music

• Where something in the music changes (e.g. becomes faster, 

             quieter or higher).  

Match pictures to different pieces of music - see some examples of pictures in Burke’s 

(2016) ‘Tune into Listening’ resource (linked in the references and further reading page).

Ask children focused questions about pieces 

of recorded music. See examples of some

questions to ask on the next page.

See our Spotify playlist for some

pieces of music that we’ve enjoyed 

using over the project to get started with 

(linked in the references and

further reading section).



Questions relating to music

Early Questions

Developing...

Complex questions

The questions below are based on Nicola Burke’s (2016) ‘Tune into Listening’ 

resource, but have been loosely reordered based on the Blank (1978) model. 

They include the following types of questions:

•  Closed questions, or forced alternatives (e.g. “Is this music happy or sad?”)

   can help to focus children’s listening, and place less demands on children’s language skills

•  Open-ended questions (e.g. “How does this music make you feel?”)

   are useful for children who have stronger language abilities and require less support  

1. Do you like this music? 

2. Is this music…loud/quiet/fast/slow? 

1. Does this music sound like any of the pictures? 

2. What kind of music sounds like your character in the story, e.g., witch, dragon….

3. What shall we call this piece of music? 

4. What does this music make you think of? 

5. What story does this music tell you? 

3. Is this happy/fun/sleepy music? 

4. Is this sad/angry/scary music? 

1. Which instruments can you hear? 

2. Who would listen to this music? –people at home, at nursery, your friends, pictures of people? 

3. Can you tell me when the music changes? What is different about the music when it changes?

4. Which of these pieces would be good to listen to when you are happy/sad? 

5. How does this music make you feel?



Listening to recorded music

“Crabs in the sea, walking. One happy 

crab, one sad crab” (listening to ocean 

drum and castanets)

“It sounds like a rocket!”

(listening to a tambourine)

“It sounds like the sea…and the shark monster” 

(listening to a rain maker and castanets)

“Before, children tended to dance in

the same way. But since we’ve been

focussing on active listening and 

offering scarves they adapt their

movements to the mood and

tempo of the music.”

Early years teacher, Luton

Try drawing/mark making while listening to pieces of music



The auditory environment

Cymbals can be very loud,

so consider saving those for

particular occasions rather than 

having them available freely

in the classroom

 Some children, such as those with Autism or sensory differences,

can be distressed by high noise levels - so consider this

when putting loud instruments out.

Wooden beaters on a

wooden xylophone can make

a very piercing sound, so

consider offering rubber

or felt beaters instead.

“Sims (1990) suggests that there is a real danger in today’s 

society that ‘children are learning not to listen’ and that 

music is so pervasive in people’s lives that it is often not 

noticed until it stops. 

If music is primarily used as background music,

maybe we are teaching children ‘not to listen’?”

(Burke, 2016)

Think about the use of recorded music in your setting 

– what is the purpose? 

Think about which instruments you put out, and the type/

combination of instruments available. For example:


